
Culture Media reached out to some of our favorite people in the Cheese World to launch a 

Cheese & Music Pairing Playlist. Each person created a unique set of pairings that reflects their 

personal and professional style. We hope you enjoy these playlists and give them a spin the 

next time you are having a party, happy hour, or a solo night with your favorite cheese board.
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1   LA COURONNE COMTÉ (Jura, France), listening to “We 
move Lightly” by Dustin O’ Halloran. Both the song and 
cheese are heavily introspective, gentle and emotional 
experiences. The Studd Family x Marcel Petite hand 
selected Comté brings you a kaleidoscope of flavours and 
lingering butterscotch notes which slow dance with this 
ethereal piano melody.  

 

2  LE DAUPHIN PETITE DOUBLE CRÈME (Burgundy, 
France), drizzled with honey, sipping on French 
Champagne while listening to “Romanticise” by  Chela.  

This combination is how babies are made…  

3  ROGUE RIVER SPECIAL RESERVE (Oregon, USA), with 
Sauternes and shards of dark hazelnut chocolate- with 
“Sound & Vision” by David Bowie. This blue is unique, 

electric and complex, just like Bowie. 

 

4  APHRODITE HALLOUMI (Cyprus), Grilled and finished 
with a squeeze of fresh lemon, eaten at midnight standing 
on your kitchen countertop cranking to “Start Me 

Up” by The Rolling Stones. Boasting a gorgeous golden 
crunchy outside thanks to the ewe’s milk, a lingering lemon 
zing from the goat’s milk, and a clear ‘best in class’ for 
being hand folded and traditional.  Both the Stones and 
Aphrodite halloumi are sell-out stadium events.  

 

5 LE- CONQUERANT CAMEMBERT (Normandy, France), 
ELLIE’S PICK: moshing with Billie Eilish’s “Bad Guy”. With 
camembert that is named after William the Conqueror, 

its unapologetic funky smell, cooked cauliflower notes 
and white truffle hit is a match for Billie. If you want to 
grab another Grammy for your guests, pair it with a dry 
Normandy Cider too. SAM’S PICK: This song is about friends 
first, so enjoy with Camembert’s best friends. A bottle 
of farmhouse dry French unfiltered cider and half a fresh 
crunchy baguette,  best enjoyed on a picnic rug with a view.

6  UPLANDS PLEASANT RIDGE RESERVE (Wisconsin, 
USA), with “Over the Hill” by John Martyn, best enjoyed 
being honest by itself or with a nice glass of Cab Sav, a 

slice of pear. Dreamy.

7  LA LUNA, HOLY GOAT’S (Sutton Grange, Victoria, 
Australia) with “Red Bellied Black Snake” by The Beefs. This 
cheese is oozy on the inside with a curdy smooth center and 

definitely one of our favorite Aussie cheeses.  Pub punk paired 
with a well-rounded cheese, we like this misfit couple.

8  STICHELTON (Nottinghamshire, England) with “Six 
Blade Knife” by Dire Straits. Woah, what a string of world 
plays for this match. Best enjoyed with a Reisling or some 

candied pecans or almonds. This combination will help you 
remember how great the world can be.

It'sIt'sCheesyCheesylisten now

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/75PamonCEMRKmNvItD40ek?si=333eb09256da4771

